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ABSTRACT
We present Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer
(NICMOS) camera 3 photometry of the inner halo globular cluster NGC 6287 and the intermediate halo
globular cluster NGC 6341 (M92). Our photometric measurements range from the lower red giant
branch to B3 mag below the main-sequence turno†, allowing us to deÐne accurate mean loci of the two
clusters. Our relative age estimate between NGC 6287 and M92 using the color di†erence between the
main-sequence turno† and the base of the red giant branch shows that they essentially have the same
ages within ^2 Gyr. The slightly di†erent chemical compositions between the two clusters do not signiÐ-
cantly inÑuence our result. Our simulations using synthetic spectra show that the temperature depen-
dence of the interstellar reddening law for the HST NICMOS photometric system could be a more
serious problem in the relative age estimate using the color di†erence between the main-sequence turno†
and the base of the red giant branch. However, this e†ect adds no more than ^0.5È1 Gyr to the uncer-
tainty in our relative age estimate. Our color-magnitude diagram of NGC 6287 shows a well-deÐned
blue horizontal branch population. This is consistent with its age and metallicity. We also present the
relative interstellar reddening toward NGC 6287 and distance modulus with respect to those of M92. We
Ðnd E(B[V )\ 0.62 and for NGC 6287, which are generally in good agreement with(m[M)0 \ 14.35previous estimates. Our photometry suggests that there exists a di†erential reddening across NGC 6287
with an amount of *E(B[V )\ 0.07È0.09 mag, consistent with the previous study of Stetson & West.
The Galactocentric distance of NGC 6287 becomes kpc if kpc. Based on our newRGC\ 1.6 R0\ 8.0radial velocity measurement for NGC 6287, the clusterÏs (minimum) apogalacticon distance is R
a
B 5.5
kpc, suggesting that NGC 6287 is an inner halo cluster. Within this framework, our results are consistent
with the idea that the globular cluster formation must have been triggered everywhere at the same time
in our Galaxy. In the appendices, we discuss that the interstellar extinction law of the HST NICMOS
photometric system, particularly in the F110W passband, depends on the temperature of the stars in the
sense that hotter stars su†er more interstellar absorption than cooler stars.
Key words : dust, extinction È Galaxy : formation È Galaxy : halo È
Galaxy : kinematics and dynamics È globular clusters : individual (NGC 6287, NGC 6341)
1. INTRODUCTION
When did our Galaxy form? In what regions did star
formation Ðrst begin? How rapidly did the star formation
proceed in regions of di†erent densities ? Understanding
how the oldest stellar populations formed in our Galaxy
has always been one of the key quests in modern astro-
physics. It would be wonderful if one could approach this
problem observationally by studying the star formation his-
tories of the distant galaxies or more distant quasars with
large sample sizes. Because of the observational limitations,
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
1 Based on observations made with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space
Telescope, obtained at the Space Telescope Science Institute, which is oper-
ated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.,
under NASA contract NAS 5-26555.
2 Current address : Center for Space Astrophysics, Yonsei University,
Shinchon-dong 134, Seoul 120-749, Korea, and PMA Division, Mail Stop
405-47, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125 ;
jaewoo=srl.caltech.edu.
unfortunately, the Ðrst generations of star formation are not
observable even for the highest-redshift quasars (Hamann
& Ferland 1999). Therefore we eventually have to dig down
into the oldest fossils in our own Galaxy, in particular by
studying the ages, dynamics, and chemical compositions of
the globular cluster systems.
Galaxy formation theories may be categorized by two
classical models and their variants : the rapid coherent
Galaxy formation model of Eggen, Lynden-Bell, & Sandage
(1962, hereafter ELS) and the slow chaotic Galaxy forma-
tion model of Searle & Zinn (1978, hereafter SZ). An age
distribution of globular cluster systems with a narrow peak
and a long, sparsely populated tail toward younger ages
would favor an ELS-style Galaxy formation model (e.g.,
Stetson, VandenBerg, & Bolte 1996 ; Richer et al. 1996 ;
Rosenberg et al. 1999), while an age spread of several giga-
years in the globular cluster systems would be more
consistent with the framework pictured by SZ (e.g., Lee,
Demarque, & Zinn 1994 ; Chaboyer, Demarque, & Saraje-
dini 1996 ; Sarajedini, Chaboyer, & Demarque 1997).
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The real history of our Galaxy formation may reside
somewhere between the two. For example, van den Bergh
(1996) proposed that the central region of the Galaxy
system collapsed from a single protogalaxy la ELS, whileà
the outer part of the Galaxy is thought to have been
assembled by infall and subsequent capture of protogalactic
fragments, as envisioned by SZ.
During the last decade, a tremendous amount of informa-
tion has been accumulated regarding the ages of globular
cluster systems. The Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) obser-
vations of one of the most remote halo clusters NGC 2419
kpc) of Harris et al. (1997) have shown that NGC(RGC\ 902419 and M92 kpc) essentially have the same age(RGC\ 9.6within ^2 Gyr, suggesting that globular cluster formation
must have started everywhere at about the same time in our
Galaxy (Richer et al. 1996 ; see also the counterargument of
Chaboyer et al. 1996). Moreover, the local dwarf galaxies
Carina (Mighell 1997), Draco (Grillmair et al. 1998), Leo I
and II (Held et al. 2000 ; Mighell & Rich 1996), and Ursa
Minor (Mighell & Burke 1999) and the globular clusters in
the Fornax dwarf galaxy (Buonanno et al. 1998), LMC
(Johnson et al. 1999), and the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy
(Montegri†o et al. 1998 ; Layden & Sarajedini 2000) appear
to be coeval with typical globular clusters of comparable
metallicity in our Galaxy. These comparable ages suggest
that globular cluster formation may have begun everywhere
at the same time not only in our Galaxy but also in the local
dwarf galaxies, despite the di†erences in the initial physical
environments.
The ““ inside-out ÏÏ galaxy formation scenario suggests that
the star formation must have started from the high-density
regions of the galaxy because of the smaller free collapse
timescale qP o~1@2 near the central part of our Galaxy.
This idea led van den Bergh (1993) to suggest that NGC
6287 may be the oldest globular cluster in our Galaxy,
based on its metallicity, HB population, and its spatial loca-
tion in our Galaxy.
Stetson & West (1994) were the Ðrst to present BV CCD
photometry of NGC 6287, and they conÐrmed that it has a
blue horizontal branch (BHB). However, they questioned
whether the cluster is an inner halo cluster. Hesser, Shawl,
& Meyer (1986) measured the radial velocity of NGC 6287,
km s~1, by using the low-resolution image tubev
r
\ [208
spectra. Stetson & West (1994) noted that NGC 6287 may
have sufficient kinetic energy to take it out as far as the solar
circle. Since their color-magnitude diagram (CMD) for
NGC 6287 did not reach below the main-sequence turno†
(TO), they could not measure the age of the cluster.
Davidge (1998) and Davidge & Courteau (1999) present-
ed JHK photometry of NGC 6287. The photometry of
Davidge & Courteau (1999) reached B1 mag below the TO
and they suggested that the age di†erence between NGC
6287 and M92 is no larger than ^2 Gyr.
Finally, Fullton, Stetson, & Carney (1999) presented
HST Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) photom-
etry of NGC 6287. Their preliminary results indicated
that NGC 6287 and NGC 2419 (Harris et al. 1997) have the
same age but slightly di†erent RGB and HB morphologies.
In this paper, we explore the age di†erence between NGC
6287 and M92 by using HST Near Infrared Camera and
Multi-Object Spectrometer (NICMOS) camera 3 (NIC3)
photometry. As is well known, M92 is one of the oldest
globular clusters in our Galaxy and it lies at an intermediate
Galactocentric distance kpc). Since these two(RGC\ 9.6
clusters appear to have comparable metallicities (d[Fe/
H]B 0.2 dex in the sense of M92 being more metal-poor),
an accurate relative age estimate can be achieved using the
method proposed by VandenBerg, Bolte, & Stetson (1990).
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTIONS
The observations for NGC 6287 and M92 were carried
out on 1998 January 29 (UT) and 1998 January 12 (UT),
respectively, using HST NIC3 during the ““ Ðrst NIC3 cam-
paign.ÏÏ NIC3 is a 256 ] 256 pixel HgCdTe array. The Ðeld
of view (FOV) is which gives a scale of51A.2] 51A.2, 0A.2
pixel~1 (f/17.2). All the images were obtained through the
F110W and F160W Ðlters using the multiple accumulate
(MULTIACCUM) mode (Calzetti et al. 1999). For each
cluster, images at two di†erent locations were obtained. For
NGC 6287, the locations of the central positions of the two
Ðelds are 35A south (Ðeld F1 ; a \ 17h5m9s, d \ [22¡43@4A)
and 46A north (Ðeld F2 ; a \ 17h5m12s, d \ [22¡41@59A) of
the cluster center. For M92, the Ðelds are 31A south (Ðeld
F3 ; a \ 17h17m7s, d \ 43¡7@41A) and 106A south (Ðeld F4 ;
a \ 17h17m5s, d \ 43¡6@28A) of the cluster center. Since the
o†set values from each cluster center are much smaller than
the tidal radii of the two clusters (see Table 1) and the FOV
is rather small, our object frames should well reÑect the
clustersÏ stellar populations. For each Ðeld, the spiral
pattern dithering (SPIRAL-DITH), which produces a spiral
around the Ðrst pointing, at three positions with a 4.5 pixel
o†set, was applied to improve Ñat-Ðelding, avoid bad(0A.9)
pixels, and reduce the e†ects of the undersampled point-
spread function (PSF). In Table 2, we present the journal of
observations. In the table, we list the Ðeld identiÐcation, the
passband, the date and time (UT), the total integration time,
the sample sequence name, and the number of the sample
sequence in the MULTIACCUM mode3 for each image.
All images have been processed using the standard
NICMOS calibration pipeline procedure (CALNICA in
STSDAS/IRAF4) to perform bias subtraction, bad-pixel
identiÐcation, dark-current subtraction, linearity correc-
tion, Ñat-Ðeld correction, photometric calibration, cosmic-
ray identiÐcation and correction, and identiÐcation of
saturated pixels (Calzetti et al. 1999). Generally, these
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
3 Because of the nondestructive nature of the NICMOS readout,
NICMOS enables us to read out intermediate pixel values at speciÐc times
during an integration. The intermediate readout times are deÐned in
Calzetti et al. (1999), depending on the sample sequences.
4 IRAF (Image Reduction and Analysis Facility) is distributed by the
National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which is operated by the
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under con-




ID [Fe/H] E(B[V ) l b (kpc) (arcsec)
NGC 6287 . . . [2.00b 0.62 0.13 11.02 1.6 631
M92 . . . . . . . . . . [2.25c 0.02 68.34 34.86 9.5 912
a The tidal radius (Trager, King, & Djorgovski 1995).
b Based on the high-resolution echelle spectroscopy of the two giants in
NGC 6287 (Lee & Carney 2001).
c Sneden et al. 1991.




ID, Field Filter Date (UT Start) (s) Sequence Name No. Samp.
NGC 6287 :
F1 . . . . . . F110W 1998 Jan 29 0410 255.95 STEP256 11
F1 . . . . . . F160W 1998 Jan 29 0415 319.95 STEP64 13
F1 . . . . . . F110W 1998 Jan 29 0422 223.96 STEP32 14
F1 . . . . . . F160W 1998 Jan 29 0426 319.95 STEP64 13
F1 . . . . . . F110W 1998 Jan 29 0432 223.96 STEP32 14
F1 . . . . . . F160W 1998 Jan 29 0436 319.95 STEP64 13
F2 . . . . . . F110W 1998 Jan 29 0442 111.93 STEP16 13
F2 . . . . . . F160W 1998 Jan 29 0444 143.92 STEP16 15
F2 . . . . . . F110W 1998 Jan 29 0447 111.93 STEP16 13
F2 . . . . . . F160W 1998 Jan 29 0449 143.92 STEP16 15
F2 . . . . . . F110W 1998 Jan 29 0453 111.93 STEP16 13
F2 . . . . . . F160W 1998 Jan 29 0455 143.92 STEP16 15
M92:
F3 . . . . . . F110W 1998 Jan 12 2144 159.96 STEP32 12
F3 . . . . . . F160W 1998 Jan 12 2147 255.96 STEP256 11
F3 . . . . . . F110W 1998 Jan 12 2152 159.96 STEP32 12
F3 . . . . . . F160W 1998 Jan 12 2155 255.96 STEP256 11
F3 . . . . . . F110W 1998 Jan 12 2200 159.96 STEP32 12
F3 . . . . . . F160W 1998 Jan 12 2203 255.96 STEP256 11
F4 . . . . . . F110W 1998 Jan 12 2209 159.96 STEP32 12
F4 . . . . . . F160W 1998 Jan 12 2212 255.95 STEP256 11
F4 . . . . . . F110W 1998 Jan 12 2217 159.96 STEP32 12
F4 . . . . . . F160W 1998 Jan 12 2220 255.95 STEP256 11
F4 . . . . . . F110W 1998 Jan 12 2225 127.96 STEP64 10
F4 . . . . . . F160W 1998 Jan 12 2228 191.96 STEP32 13
procedures produced almost perfectly Ñattened object
frames. However, the spider di†raction spikes around the
bright stars in NIC3 showed asymmetries as previously
reported by Krist et al. (1998) in NIC2. In all frames, the
spikes from upper left to lower right show stronger features
than those from top right to bottom left in the NICMOS
coordinate system. In Figure 1, we present the science
images for NGC 6287 and M92.
To fully use the dynamic range provided by the MULTI-
ACCUM mode in NICMOS, we used science images and
data quality Ñag arrays for our analyses at the short (B2 s),
the intermediate (B16 s), and the longest integration time
in Table 1) from each exposure sequence.(texpPSF photometry for all frames was performed with
DAOPHOTII/ALLSTAR and ALLFRAME (Stetson 1994,
1995 ; Turner 1995), following the procedures described in
Lee & Carney (1999). The Ðrst step was to run the FIND
routine on each object frame, with the detection threshold
set at 5 p above the local sky background level. During the
FIND routine, the fraction of the accidental inclusion of
faint elliptical galaxies5 in our star lists is expected to be
high, especially near M92 because of its higher galactic lati-
tude (b \ 35¡). It should be noted that, because of the
undersampled nature of NIC3 data, it is almost impossible
to distinguish faint elliptical galaxies from stars in our
object frames using photometric indices, such as a round-
ness or a sharpness returned from DAOPHOTÏs FIND
routine. It is likely that the only feasible way to distinguish
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
5 The recent deep H-band galaxy counts by Yan et al. (1998) suggest
that approximately six galaxies are included in our object frames at
mag and 16 galaxies at 23 mag.m160 \ 21
faint elliptical galaxies from stars is by using their colors.
After the FIND routine, we examined by eye the positions
of star lists superposed on each object frame and removed
probable nonstellar objects detected on the di†raction
spikes of the bright stars, which extend to several arcsec-
onds on the image. The aperture photometry was per-
formed with star lists thus generated. PSFs were then
calculated from isolated bright stars. To select good PSF
stars, we rejected stars containing saturated pixels, hot or
cold pixels, or bad pixels determined during the calibration
pipeline procedure, by making use of the data quality Ñag
arrays. At least Ðve iterations were required to remove
neighboring stars from our PSF stars to achieve good PSFs
on each object frame. For the PSF computations, we
adopted a spatially invariable PSF. The existence of asym-
metric features in the di†raction spikes may indicate that
there exists an unknown problem in the NICMOS optics
(Krist et al. 1998), but it is not known whether it varies with
the position on the detector or not. Since the NIC3 object
frames were undersampled, the e†ect of the PSF under-
sampling in the stellar proÐle appears to overwhelm the
variation in PSFs with their positions (whether it exists or
not) on each object frame. Also the number of PSF stars is
too small to use variable PSFs on our object frames. There-
fore, a nonvariable PSF should be adequate for our
analyses. After the Ðrst ALLSTAR pass, we examined the
subtracted images and added undetected stars to our star
lists, and they were used as input star lists for the second
ALLSTAR run.
To construct the CMDs, we used ALLFRAME. We
derived positional transformation solutions for each
dithered-exposure F110W and F160W pair by using
DAOMATCH and DAOMASTER, and then we combined
them together with MONTAGE2. Using the combined
FIG. 1a
FIG. 1b
FIG. 1.ÈFinal F160W images of NGC 6287 Ðelds (a) F1 and (b) F2, and M92 Ðelds (c) F3 and (d) F4. For NGC 6287, northeast is at the top, and
northwest is to the right. The overlapped area with Davidge & Courteau (1999) is noted with a solid line in the Ðeld F1. For M92, north is to the right and
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positional information and magnitudes returned from the
second ALLSTAR pass as input star lists, ALLFRAME
was run on the original images. After the Ðrst ALLFRAME
run, we examined the subtracted frames by eye to add unde-
tected stars or to reject probable nonstellar objects detected
again on the di†raction spikes. At this stage, however, the
modiÐcation of the input star lists was almost unnecessary.
With the Ðnal star lists, ALLFRAME was rerun. After the
Ðnal ALLFRAME run, we performed the aperture correc-
tion to correct the total count rates to a 1A radius aperture,
and then these corrected count rates were multiplied by
1.075 to convert to those with a nominal inÐnite aperture
(Calzetti et al. 1999). Then we averaged count rates of the
three dithered images from each Ðeld to calculate mean
count rates of stars. During these calculations, we compared
the data quality Ñag arrays to reject stars containing satu-
rated pixels, hot or cold pixels, or bad pixels determined
during the calibration pipeline procedure within our Ðtting
radius (1.6 pixels) in the ALLFRAME run. This rejection
step reduces the total numbers of useful stars in each object
frame. However, we are more interested in accurate magni-
tudes and colors of stars in both clusters than in deriving
accurate number densities, such as a luminosity function.
Through these steps, the total numbers of stars measured
were 2120 and 1754 in NGC 6287 Ðelds F1 and F2, respec-
tively. In M92 Ðelds F3 and F4, we measured 1947 and 1074
stars, respectively. Finally, the mean count rates were con-
verted onto the HST magnitude system (STMAG) using the
relation
mST \ [2.5 log (PHOTFLAM] CR)[ 21.1 , (1)
where PHOTFLAM is the inverse sensitivity of the instru-
mental setup and CR is the count rate measured in unit
time.
Although we converted our measurements onto the
STMAG system, our results cannot be directly compared
with those from NIC1 or NIC2. The major concern in the
absolute calibration of NIC3 photometry is the variation in
the intrapixel sensitivity combined with the undersampled
PSFs, as pointed out by others (see Colina & Rieke 1997 ;
Lauer 1999 ; Storrs et al. 1999). It is known that the detector
sensitivity varies across individual pixels. The detector
sensitivity at the edge of individual pixels can be signiÐ-
cantly reduced and this variation in the intrapixel sensitivity
is stronger in NICMOS than any other detectors on board
HST . The total Ñux of a stellar image, therefore, can vary
FIG. 2.ÈComparisons of normalized Ñuxes of the two isolated bright stars (M92-F3-42 and M92-F3-61) in M92. In each plot, the left peak is for exposure
sequence 1 (Exp-1), the middle for exposure sequence 2 (Exp-2), and the right for exposure sequence 3 (Exp-3). Exp-2 was dithered by 4.5 pixels along the
y-axis, and Exp-3 was dithered by 4.5 pixels in both axes relative to Exp-1.
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FIG. 3.ÈPlots of the uncorrected magnitude vs. exposure time. Note that the magnitude di†erence in the star M92-F3-61 is as large as 0.3 mag.
according to the size and the location of the imaged PSF on
individual pixels. This e†ect is more signiÐcant in NIC3
than NIC1 or NIC2 because the size of imaged PSFs in
NIC3 is smaller than that of individual pixels (i.e.,
undersampled). Also this is more signiÐcant in the F110W
passband than in the F160W passband in NIC3 because of
the more centrally concentrated PSF in the F110W. As a
result, the total Ñux of a stellar image may vary by up to
B0.4 mag in NIC3 (Lauer 1999). We examine this e†ect on
an object frame. In Figure 2, we plot two isolated bright
stars in M92 (using our star IDs, M92-F3-42 and M92-F3-
61). We combined surface proÐles from the three dithered
frames together to examine the variation in the stellar Ñux.
As can be seen, the peak Ñux can vary remarkably from one
exposure to another. It should be noted that the variation in
the peak Ñux as shown in the Ðgure can be explained by
undersampling alone. For example, when an imaged PSF is
located at the edge of the pixel its total Ñux will be con-
tained over 2 or 4 pixels, depending on its location, while
when it is located at the center of the pixel most of the
stellar Ñux will be contained in a single pixel. However, the
variation in the measured Ñux according to the positions on
the detector suggests that there is variation in the intrapixel
sensitivity. In Figure 3, we plot the variation in the aperture
magnitude with 1A aperture radius by using the same stars
as above. We also show the variation of magnitude with
integration time in each exposure sequence. Not sur-
prisingly, the magnitudes do not vary with the integration
time in one exposure sequence and they agree within the
measurement errors. The magnitudes are not constant in
the separate pointings. The di†erences in magnitude range
up to B0.3 mag in our example. Further examination with
an expanded sample also conÐrms that the variation in the
intrapixel sensitivity is the dominant source of the photo-
metric errors in NIC3.
Storrs et al. (1999) have devised an ad hoc correction
method for the NIC3 photometry. They introduced a
sharpness ratio, which is deÐned by the ratio of the Ñux in
the peak pixel to the Ñux in the whole PSF, and found
relations between the sharpness ratios and the total Ñux
correction terms for both F110W and F160W passbands. In
Figure 4, we plot the variations in the magnitudes after
applying the photometric corrections recommended by
Storrs et al. (1999). The discrepancies in magnitude are gen-
erally reduced ; however, they still can vary by up to B0.1
mag even in isolated bright stars. Applying this photometric
correction method to a crowded Ðeld, such as in globular
clusters, may be difficult. In practice, since we have to take
account of the Ñux from neighboring stars, measuring
sharpness ratios in a crowded Ðeld is not an easy task.
It is thought that the e†ects from the undersampling of
the imaged PSF and the variation in the intrapixel sensi-
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FIG. 4.ÈPlots of the corrected magnitude vs. exposure time. In the plots, the correction method by Storrs et al. (1999) was applied, and it generally
improves the discrepancy of measurements.
tivity do not depend on the magnitude, or total Ñux, of the
stars. In fact, they depend on the size of imaged PSFs and
the subpixel position of imaged PSFs on individual pixels.
In the case of the relative Ñux comparisons between globu-
lar clusters, for example, these problems can be mitigated.
When the number of stars is large enough, the photometric
error induced by the variation in the intrapixel sensitivity
should have random behavior within a Ðnite size of the
distribution, B0.4 mag at most in NIC3, giving similar
mean values and variances in the photometric error dis-
tribution functions between clusters, and this e†ect will be
cancelled out when one compares the relative mean magni-
tudes or colors between clusters. If this is the case, a com-
parison of mean cluster magnitudes or colors between
clusters is still useful in NIC3 photometry.
To test this idea, we performed some artiÐcial-star simu-
lations. We generated well-sampled model NIC3 PSFs for
the F110W and F160W passbands by using the latest
version of Tiny Tim (Krist & Hook 2000). Then we ran-
domly distributed 500 stars with a single exponential lumi-
nosity function and an adopted Ðducial sequence from the
main sequence to the giant branch on a blank frame. We
prepared two copies of this artiÐcial image for both pass-
bands. We performed PSF photometry on these images,
and we fully recovered the input Ðducial sequence. In
Figure 5, we present the Ðducial sequence with a solid line.
(Note that this line does not contain information on the
input stellar number density.) Using the Ðrst set, we shrank
the artiÐcial image until its plate scale matches that of NIC3
pixel~1) to simulate undersampling only. For the other(0A.2
set, we convolved the intrapixel sensitivity kernel for a
NIC3 isolated pixel (Lauer 1999) and then shrank this con-
volved image until its pixel size matches with that of NIC3
to simulate both the variation in the intrapixel sensitivity
and undersampling. The individual simulated images were
set to have the same array size as NICMOS, 256 ] 256
pixels. For both image sets, we simulated a SPIRAL-DITH
type dithering at three positions with a 4.5 pixel o†set to
maintain an environment similar to that of the real images,
but the background noise was not simulated. Then PSF
photometry was performed on these artiÐcial frames with
DAOPHOTII/ALLSTAR and ALLFRAME, following the
same procedures described above. After the ALLFRAME
pass, we averaged the magnitudes from the three dithered
images to calculate the mean magnitude for both cases.
Our results are shown in Figure 5. The dots represent the
result for the undersampled PSF only, and plus signs those
for the undersampled PSF convolved with the variation in
the intrapixel sensitivity in NIC3. We also show the esti-
mated signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). Our simulations suggest
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FIG. 5.ÈSurrogated Ðducial sequence with Salpeter mass function
(a \ 2.35) in our simulation (solid line), the measurement of the under-
sampling simulated images (US; dots), and the measurement of the under-
sampling and the variation of the intrapixel sensitivity kernel simulated
images (US] VIPS; plus signs). The numbers on the right-hand side rep-
resent the estimated S/N ratio of the input magnitude.
that undersampling is mainly responsible for broadening
the magnitudes and colors in the output sequence, while the
variation in the intrapixel sensitivity is responsible for shift-
ing magnitudes and colors in the output sequence, i.e.,
lowering the observed Ñux in both passbands. The scatter in
color around the mean Ðducial sequence for the images
convolved with the variation in the intrapixel sensitivity
and undersampling appear to be slightly larger than those
FIG. 6.ÈResiduals as a function of input magnitude. The di†erences are
in the sense of input magnitude minus output magnitude.
FIG. 7.ÈComposite color-magnitude diagram for NGC 6287, showing
the stars in Ðeld F1 (dots) and the stars in Ðeld F2 (plus signs). The di†eren-
tial reddening in Ðeld F2 was corrected with mag*E(m110[m160) \ 0.04and mag.*A
m160
\ 0.05
for undersampling only, but the di†erences are negligibly
small. The residuals, in the sense of input magnitudes minus
output magnitudes, are shown as a function of input magni-
tudes in Figure 6. As can be seen, the residuals are almost
Ñat around the mean values, and there are no gradients in
residuals in both passbands, indicating that main-sequence
Ðtting between globular clusters is still useful in NIC3
photometry ; nevertheless, the absolute calibration of the
NIC3 photometry remains uncertain. We performed more
simulations by adding more stars in the artiÐcial frames.
FIG. 8.ÈComposite color-magnitude diagram for M92, showing stars
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FIG. 9.ÈColor-magnitude diagrams of the HB region in NGC 6287 (a)
without the di†erential reddening correction, and (b) with the di†erential
reddening correction. HB stars in Ðeld F1 are represented by circles and
those in Ðeld F2 by plus signs. The di†erential reddening vector in Ðeld F2
is indicated by an arrow in (a). The location of HB stars is deÐned better
with the di†erential reddening correction.
The measurement error due to the crowding becomes




We present CMDs for NGC 6287 and M92 by using the
STMAG system in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. It should
be noted that the mean colors between Ðelds F1 and F2 in
NGC 6287 do not agree each other. We compared the mean
loci of the main sequence for the two Ðelds, which were
obtained by using a combination of subjective removal of
outliers followed by use of iterative sigma-clipping mean
color calculations. We obtained the mean color di†erence
mag in the sense that the*(m110[m160)\ 0.04^ 0.01mean color in F2 is redder than in F1. (The error is the 1 p
level.) In case of M92, the mean colors between the Ðelds F3
and F4 show good agreement. This suggests that the di†er-
ence in the mean colors of the NGC 6287 Ðelds is due to
di†erential reddening.
Visual inspection of the Palomar Observatory Sky
Survey prints showed that the distribution of interstellar
clouds around NGC 6287 is rather patchy, suggesting the
existence of the di†erential reddening. This was also pointed
out by Stetson & West (1994). They presented the positions
of BHB stars around the cluster center with B[V colors in
their Figure 7. The mean B[V colors of BHB stars toward
the Ðeld F2 (B46A north from the cluster center) appear to
be redder than those of F1 (B35A south from the cluster
center), which is consistent with our result. They also
derived a mean reddening gradient d(B[V )\ ]0.0016
mag arcsec~1 in the sense that the interstellar reddening
increases with declination. Using their relation, the amount
of the di†erential reddening between Ðelds F1 and F2 could
be as large as *E(B[V )\ 0.13 mag, which is equivalent to
*E(J[H)\ 0.04 mag, by adopting the interstellar extinc-
tion law by Rieke & Lebofsky (1985 ; see below).
FIG. 10.ÈPlot of vs.(m110[m160)[(m11 0[m160)TO m160[m160`0.05for Ðducial sequences of NGC 6287 and M92, showing the Ðducial
sequence of NGC 6287 (circles) and the M92 Ðducial sequence (squares).
The isolated error bar on the right-hand side indicates the di†erence in
color of the giant branch with ^2 Gyr of the age di†erence.
Therefore, we conclude that the color di†erence *(m110mag probably results from the di†erential[m160) \ 0.04reddening between the two Ðelds. We therefore have forced
the mean color of stars in the Ðeld F2 to match that in the
Ðeld F1. The magnitude-correction term in the F160W
passband was also estimated. By using the relation*m160given by Origlia & Leitherer (2000) the color di†erence
mag is equivalent to *(J[H)B 0.03*(m110[m160) \ 0.04mag in the color range of our interest. Employing the inter-
stellar extinction law, E(J[H) \ 0.33E(B[V ) and A
H
\
(Rieke & Lebofsky 1985), we obtained0.54E(B[V )
*E(B[V ) \ 0.09^ 0.03 mag and mag*A
H
\ 0.05^ 0.02
Although our di†erential reddening estimation(B*A
m160
).
*E(B[V ) \ 0.09 mag is slightly smaller than that of
Stetson & West (1994), the results agree within the
uncertainties.
In Appendix A, we present the interstellar extinction esti-
mates for the F110W and F160W passbands. Using these
relations for the main sequence TO in Table 6, E(m110V ), the color di†erence between the[m160) \ 0.59E(B[Ðelds F1 and F2 is equivalent to *E(B[V )\ 0.07 mag,
which is slightly smaller than that from using the extinction
laws for JH passbands.
In Figure 9, we show CMDs of the HB region of NGC
6287 before and after applying the di†erential reddening
correction. We also note the di†erential reddening vector
between the two Ðelds in the Ðgure. As can be seen in Figure
9b, applying the di†erential reddening correction improves
the agreement in the distribution of HB stars between the
two Ðelds ; in particular it better deÐnes the location of the
lower envelope of HB stars in the CMD.
3.2. Main-Sequence Fitting and Relative Age Estimation
Our Ðducial sequences from the main sequence to the
giant branch for NGC 6287 and M92 are given in Tables 3
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TABLE 3
FIDUCIAL SEQUENCE FOR NGC 6287
m160 m110[m160 n
10.496^ 0.158 . . . . . . 1.053^ 0.017 2
11.131^ 0.005 . . . . . . 1.000^ 0.003 2
11.410^ 0.000 . . . . . . 0.964^ 0.000 1
11.951^ 0.075 . . . . . . 0.910^ 0.004 3
12.471^ 0.038 . . . . . . 0.883^ 0.032 3
13.019^ 0.050 . . . . . . 0.875^ 0.013 9
13.554^ 0.051 . . . . . . 0.856^ 0.009 9
14.035^ 0.053 . . . . . . 0.878^ 0.009 8
14.552^ 0.039 . . . . . . 0.860^ 0.006 18
15.007^ 0.026 . . . . . . 0.848^ 0.006 37
15.506^ 0.024 . . . . . . 0.841^ 0.008 39
15.779^ 0.013 . . . . . . 0.833^ 0.009 18
16.013^ 0.014 . . . . . . 0.825^ 0.011 20
16.222^ 0.017 . . . . . . 0.803^ 0.009 14
16.404^ 0.013 . . . . . . 0.784^ 0.008 21
16.609^ 0.009 . . . . . . 0.758^ 0.007 32
16.810^ 0.009 . . . . . . 0.741^ 0.006 52
17.003^ 0.007 . . . . . . 0.718^ 0.005 69
17.208^ 0.006 . . . . . . 0.708^ 0.004 108
17.409^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.717^ 0.004 131
17.612^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.725^ 0.004 149
17.806^ 0.004 . . . . . . 0.735^ 0.003 188
18.002^ 0.004 . . . . . . 0.748^ 0.004 180
18.199^ 0.004 . . . . . . 0.755^ 0.003 215
18.398^ 0.004 . . . . . . 0.768^ 0.003 208
18.596^ 0.004 . . . . . . 0.780^ 0.003 219
18.799^ 0.004 . . . . . . 0.798^ 0.004 192
18.997^ 0.004 . . . . . . 0.830^ 0.004 192
19.199^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.853^ 0.004 154
19.392^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.892^ 0.005 125
19.594^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.924^ 0.005 115
19.787^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.973^ 0.005 97
20.008^ 0.007 . . . . . . 0.994^ 0.007 62
and 4, respectively. Note that column (5) in the tables rep-
resents the number of stars used in our calculations, not the
clustersÏ luminosity functions.
We explore the di†erence in age using, in essence, color
di†erences between the base of the RGB (BRGB) and the
TO. VandenBerg et al. (1990) described a method to derive
accurate relative cluster ages with similar chemical com-
positions. They recommended shifting the clustersÏ CMDs
in color until the TO colors agreed, then shifting the magni-
tudes until the upper main sequence is matched at a point
0.05 mag redder than the TO. The color di†erences of the
resulting RGBs could then be used to estimate the relative
ages, since the color di†erence between the TO and the
BRGB is a monotonic and inverse function of age. Further,
this color di†erence is independent of distance, reddening,6
and photometric zero-point errors. This method appears to
be nearly independent of metallicity within moderately
large ranges in [Fe/H], although there is some sensitivity to
di†erences in elemental abundance ratios, such as [a/Fe].
This method can also be employed using infrared photom-
etry. The infrared color di†erence between the BRGB and
the TO, for instance is(m110[m160)BRGB[(m110[m160)TO,a monotonic and inverse function of age at a given metal-
licity, since the di†erence in the e†ective temperature
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
6 In fact, this method does depend on the reddening for the HST
NICMOS photometric system. See below.
TABLE 4
FIDUCIAL SEQUENCE FOR M92
m160 m110[m160 n
11.499^ 0.064 . . . . . . 0.597^ 0.051 4
11.993^ 0.039 . . . . . . 0.551^ 0.016 10
12.452^ 0.027 . . . . . . 0.527^ 0.008 17
13.493^ 0.028 . . . . . . 0.508^ 0.009 27
14.003^ 0.027 . . . . . . 0.493^ 0.007 29
14.491^ 0.025 . . . . . . 0.497^ 0.009 38
15.003^ 0.017 . . . . . . 0.468^ 0.006 55
15.523^ 0.019 . . . . . . 0.460^ 0.007 56
16.029^ 0.017 . . . . . . 0.431^ 0.008 74
16.209^ 0.010 . . . . . . 0.412^ 0.008 27
16.418^ 0.009 . . . . . . 0.372^ 0.008 41
16.610^ 0.007 . . . . . . 0.359^ 0.006 60
16.794^ 0.006 . . . . . . 0.341^ 0.005 77
17.006^ 0.006 . . . . . . 0.331^ 0.005 100
17.208^ 0.006 . . . . . . 0.329^ 0.005 93
17.398^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.330^ 0.004 127
17.601^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.340^ 0.005 121
17.794^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.352^ 0.004 126
18.003^ 0.006 . . . . . . 0.369^ 0.005 117
18.205^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.388^ 0.005 122
18.403^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.406^ 0.004 135
18.594^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.431^ 0.005 115
18.808^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.463^ 0.004 122
19.000^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.477^ 0.005 106
19.193^ 0.006 . . . . . . 0.522^ 0.005 101
19.401^ 0.005 . . . . . . 0.540^ 0.005 106
19.591^ 0.007 . . . . . . 0.593^ 0.005 79
19.807^ 0.007 . . . . . . 0.635^ 0.006 73
19.989^ 0.008 . . . . . . 0.654^ 0.007 54
between the BRGB and the TO, in fact, is a monotonic and
inverse function of age (see, for example, the theoretical
isochrones in the infrared passbands of Bell 1992). Similar
to the visual passband, at a point *(m110[m160)\ 0.05mag redder than the main-sequence TO, them160`0.05,clustersÏ main-sequence (MS) Ðducial sequences have a con-
siderable slope and little curvature, and therefore it is easier
to determine magnitude than that of TO.m160`0.05In Figure 10, we present a diagram of (m110[m160)versus for NGC 6287[(m110[m160)TO m160[m160`0.05and M92 by using the Ðducial sequences in Tables 3 and 4.
In the Ðgure, the two Ðducial sequences show excellent
agreement from 3 mag below the TO to 1 mag above the
BRGB. We used the oxygen-enhanced theoretical model
isochrones for [Fe/H]\ [2.26 by Bergbusch & Vanden-
Bergh (1992) for calibrating the relative ages. Using the
color-temperature relations given by Bessell, Castelli, &
Plez (1998), the was converted into(log Teff, log L )-planethe (J[H,H)-plane, and then we obtained the color di†er-
ence from the BRGB to the TO change rate of *(J[H)/
*qB 0.01 mag Gyr~1 over the 10 to 16 Gyr age range for
[Fe/H]\ [2.26. We derived the inverse relation7 between
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
7 This inverse relation gives about twice as large a value as the inverse
relation of Stephens et al.,
m110[ m160\ 0.36] 1.04(J[H)
(2000, eq. [5]). The relation given by Stephens et al. (2000) is based on the
comparison of metal-rich giants in BaadeÏs window, between HST NIC2
and the ground-based observations.
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TABLE 5
LIST OF PREVIOUS REDDENING AND DISTANCE MODULUS
NGC 6287 M92
E(B[V ) (m[M)0 E(B[V ) (m[M)0 Ref.
0.62 . . . . . . 14.00 0.03 14.41 1
0.32 . . . . . . . . . 0.01 . . . 2
0.51 . . . . . . . . . 0.02 . . . 3
0.56 . . . . . . . . . 0.03 . . . 4
0.55 . . . . . . 14.16 0.02 14.38 5
0.65 . . . . . . 14.1È14.4 . . . . . . 6
0.60 . . . . . . 14.65 0.02 14.58 7
. . . 0.03 14.82 8
. . . 0.02 14.61 9
. . . 0.02 14.87 10
REFERENCES.È(1) Zinn 1980 ; (2) Burstein & Heiles 1982 ;
(3) Webbink 1985 ; (4) Reed, Hesser, & Shawl 1988 ; (5) Djor-
govski 1993 ; (6) Stetson & West 1994 ; (7) Harris (June 1999
version) 1996 ; (8) Gratton et al. 1997 ; (9) Pont et al. 1998 ;
(10) Reid 1997.
J[H and of Origlia & Leitherer (2000),m110[m160
m110 [ m160 \ [0.008] 1.715(J [ H)
[ 0.554(J [ H)2] 0.316(J [ H)3 , (2)
to convert the color change rate from J[H to m110[m160,and we obtained mag Gyr~1. In*(m110[m160)/*qB 0.02the Ðgure, we show the expected color di†erence in the giant
branch with a ^2 Gyr age di†erence. It clearly shows that
NGC 6287 and M92 have the same age to within 2 Gyr.
It should be noted that the Ðducial sequences start to
deviate from each other at a point B1 mag above the base
of RGB in the Ðgure. It is not clear whether this is real, but
it is more likely due to a statistical Ñuctuation with a small
sample.8
3.3. Reddening and Distance of NGC 6287
We explore the reddening and the distance of NGC 6287
with respect to those of M92, whose values are relatively
well known. In Table 5, we list the previous reddening and
distance modulus estimates for both clusters. Published
values range from to 14.85 mag for M92.(m[M)0B 14.60Adopting mag for M92 (Carney et al.SV0(RR)T \ 15.041992), the distance modulus of 14.60 mag results in
mag and that of 14.85 mag results in 0.19SM
V
(RR)T \ 0.44
mag. The mag for [Fe/H]\ [2.25 isSMV(RR)T \ 0.19thought to be much too bright in comparison with the
results of the Baade-Wesselink analysis of RR Lyrae vari-
ables (see, for example, Carney, Storm, & Jones 1992) or the
theoretical HB models (Lee, Demarque, & Zinn 1990). For
our purpose, therefore, we adopt the mean of Harris (1996)
and Pont et al. (1998), and we obtain mag(m[M)0\ 14.60for M92. As may be seen in the table, the reddening and the
distance modulus estimates for NGC 6287 do not agree in
general.
We assume that the two clusters are identical and we
compare the TO color and As shown in Tables 3m160`0.05.
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
8 A comparison with the ground-based observation of Davidge &
Courteau (1999) hints that our Ðducial sequence for brightest red giant
regime of NGC 6287 mag in Table 3 or(m160 ~ 12.5 m160[m160`0.05 ~[6 mag in Fig. 10) was possibly Ñawed by Ðeld star contamination.
and 4, mag and(m110[m160)TO\ 0.71 m160`0.05 \ 18.20mag for NGC 6287, and mag and(m110[m160)TO \ 0.33mag for M92.m160`0.05 \ 18.10Using the relations given in Table 6, E(m110[m160)\0.59E(B[V ) and for the main-A
m160
\ 0.59E(B[V )
sequence TO, we obtain mag in*E(m110[m160)TO\ 0.38the sense of NGC 6287 minus M92, and subsequently we
obtain E(B[V ) \ 0.62 mag for NGC 6287 after subtracting
that of M92 [E(B[V ) \ 0.02 mag]. Our estimate of the
interstellar reddening for NGC 6287 is in good agreement
with that of Zinn (1980), Stetson & West (1994), and Harris
(1996).9
We compute the amount of interstellar absorption in the
F160W passband by using these values, and we obtain the
interstellar absorptionÈcorrected magnitude m160`0.05,0 \mag for NGC 6287 and 18.09 mag for M92. The17.83
di†erence in magnitude between NGC 6287m160`0.05,0and M92 is [0.25 mag, indicating that NGC 6287 is
located closer to the Sun than is M92. Using the mean
for M92, we obtain mag for(m[M)0 (m[M)0\ 14.35NGC 6287. Our estimate of the distance modulus for NGC
6287 agrees well with that of Stetson & West (1994). If we
adopt our distance modulus, the distance from the Sun
becomes 7.4 kpc and the Galactocentric distance RGCbecomes 1.6 kpc if kpc (Reid 1993). NGC 6287 isR0\ 8.0clearly located in the GalaxyÏs central regions.
4. DISCUSSION
Our di†erential age determinations using the di†erence in
color between the BRGB and the TO show that the most
metal-poor inner halo cluster NGC 6287 appears to have
essentially the same age as one of the oldest clusters in our
Galaxy, M92. However, there are two potential problems
that may a†ect our result. They are the possible di†erences
in the elemental abundances between NGC 6287 and M92
and the existence of the temperature dependence on the
interstellar extinction law in the HST NICMOS photo-
metric system, especially in the F110W passband. These
may a†ect the color di†erence between the BRGB and
the TO, and subsequently they may mimic di†erences in
relative ages.
4.1. E†ect of Elemental Abundances on the Relative
Age Estimation
Our results of the elemental abundance analysis of the
two RGB stars in NGC 6287 by using high-resolution
echelle spectra (Lee & Carney 2001) indicate that NGC
6287 is slightly more metal-rich (d[Fe/H]B 0.2 dex) than
M92. In Figure 11, we show the e†ect of the di†erent metal-
licity on the relative age estimation on the (B[V , V)-plane
using the model isochrones of Bergbusch & VandenBerg
(1992). As VandenBerg et al. (1990) have noted, their
method using the di†erence in color between the BRGB and
the TO is insensitive to metallicity and this is particularly
true for the metal-poor regime. Although the model iso-
chrones have slightly di†erent oxygen abundances for each
metallicity, the e†ect associated with the di†erent metal-
licity is almost negligible in our result.
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
9 Our interstellar reddening estimate for NGC 6287 is B0.2 mag
smaller than that of Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998). Dutra & Bica
(2000) discussed that interstellar reddening estimates by Schlegel et al. for
clusters near the Galactic plane appear to be larger than those based on












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































[Fe/H] = -2.26 
[O/Fe] = +0.75
[Fe/H] = -2.03 
[O/Fe] = +0.70
[Fe/H] = -1.78 
[O/Fe] = +0.66
Age = 15 Gyr
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FIG. 11.ÈTheoretical model isochrones of Bergbusch & VandenBerg
(1992) for [Fe/H]\ [2.26, [2.03, and [1.78 at an age of 15 Gyr. The
di†erence in the metallicity is almost negligible in our relative age estima-
tion for NGC 6287 and M92 using the color di†erence between the main-
sequence turno† and the base of the red giant branch.
The di†erences in the a-element abundances, in particular
the oxygen abundance, could also a†ect our results. Since
oxygen has a high ionization potential, the di†erence in the
oxygen abundance a†ects the color and the luminosity of
TO stars and HB stars but not those of RGB stars, in the
sense that higher oxygen abundance makes a redder and
less luminous TO and a redder HB population. Oxygen also
plays a vital role in the CNO cycle and hence in the TO and
RGB luminosity levels (VandenBerg 1992). VandenBerg &
Stetson (1991) studied the e†ect of the oxygen abundance
on the relative age estimations by using the method of Van-
denBerg et al. (1990). Their results suggested that changes in
the oxygen abundance could mimic the age di†erences, in
the sense that the higher oxygen abundance imitates the
older age at a given metallicity. They also suggested that
this e†ect is less important at the lowest metallicities and at
the oldest ages.
The oxygen abundances of globular clusters are hard to
determine, especially from a small sample. Oxygen abun-
dances vary from star to star in a globular cluster, probably
due to internal mixing during the RGB phase (see, for
example, Langer, Ho†man, & Sneden 1993 ; Kraft 1994).
Thus in principle one must determine the oxygen abun-
dance of the cluster based on unmixed stars, which should
reÑect the oxygen abundances of the presumably unmixed
main-sequence and turno† stars. The anticorrelation of
sodium and oxygen abundances is a good means by which
we may estimate if an individual cluster red giant has
experienced signiÐcant mixing or not (Kraft 1994 ; Carney
1996). In particular, low sodium abundances ([Na/Fe]¹ 0)
appear to be a good indicator of minimal mixing in globular
cluster red giants. Our two stars have high [Na/Fe] values,
B(]0.49), yet [O/Fe]\ ]0.30^ 0.04. The two stars may
have undergone some mixing, but it is clear that their
oxygen-to-iron ratios are enhanced, as is almost always the
case for globular clusters. The four stars in M92 with [Na/
Fe] ¹ 0.0 have a mean [O/Fe] value of ]0.22^ 0.10
(Sneden et al. 1991 ; Shetrone 1996 ; Sneden, Pilachowski, &
Kraft 2000). One star (VII-18) is clearly deÐcient in oxygen,
and the other three yield a mean value of [O/Fe] of
]0.31^ 0.03. It appears that the initial [O/Fe] values of
NGC 6287 and M92 may be very similar.
Enhancement of the other a-elements increases the
envelope opacity, and the model isochrones with enhanced
a-elements are shifted to fainter luminosities and cooler
temperature. At low metallicities, in particular, the e†ects
of a-element enhancements could be treated by increasing
overall heavy elements with a scaled-solar mixture (Chieffi,
Straniero, & Salaris 1991 ; VandenBerg et al. 2000). Carney
(1996) claimed that the mean values of [Si/Fe], [Ca/Fe],
and[Ti/Fe]of globular clusters arenearly constant (B]0.30
dex), regardless of their metallicities and ages. We therefore
compare [Si/Fe], [Ca/Fe], and [Ti/Fe] between NGC 6287
and M92. We obtained [Si/Fe]\ ]0.54^ 0.04, [Ca/
Fe] \ ]0.18^ 0.06, and [Ti/Fe]\ ]0.11^ 0.05 for the
two RGB stars in NGC 6287, and the unweighted mean
[a/Fe] of NGC 6287 is ]0.28^ 0.03 (Lee & Carney 2001).
Sneden et al. (2000) reported [Si/Fe], [Ca/Fe], and [Ti/Fe]
for M92 RGB stars and they obtained ]0.59^ 0.04,
]0.32^ 0.02, and ]0.33^ 0.06, respectively. The
unweighted mean [a/Fe] for M92 is ]0.41^ 0.02, and it is
]0.12 dex higher than that of NGC 6287. Using the scaling
relation given by Chieffi et al. (1991), however, we obtain
Z\ 0.00030 for NGC 6287 and 0.00021 for M92, and the
inÑuence on our relative age estimates due to the di†erent
chemical compositions is expected to be negligible.
4.2. E†ect of Reddening Dependence of the HST NICMOS
Passbands on the Relative Age Estimation
The precision of relative age estimates using the di†er-
ence in color of the HST NICMOS photometric system
could be slightly weakened by the di†erential color trans-
formation e†ect coupled with the temperatures of the stars,
particularly in the F110W passband. The problem arises
because the HST Ðlters are very broad (Calzetti et al. 1999).
At a Ðxed value of the total interstellar absorption, a red
star has more of its Ñux transmitted through the long-
wavelength (less extinguished) side of the Ðlter than does a
blue star, whose Ñux is stronger at shorter, more heavily
extinguished, wavelengths. Our simulations with synthetic
spectra at the various stellar evolutionary stages suggest
that the interstellar extinction law for the F110W passband
may depend on the temperature of the stars in the sense that
the hotter stars su†er more interstellar extinction than the
cooler stars in the F110W passband (see Appendix A) com-
pared with standard JH passbands. Subsequently the rela-
tive age estimate using the di†erence in the apparent color
between the BRGB (i.e., the cooler temperature) and the
main-sequence TO (i.e., the hotter temperature) of the
heavily reddened clusters could be overestimated because
the apparent color di†erence between the BRGB and the
TO in such clusters could be smaller than the intrinsic color
di†erence. This discrepancy increases with the reddening. In
the case of NGC 6287, age relative to M92 could have been
overestimated by B0.5 Gyr, or may have*(m110[m160)been underestimated by B0.01 mag, due to its high
reddening. This di†erential reddening e†ect with tem-
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TABLE 7




IDa V a B[V a (km s~1) (km s~1) S/N
1491 . . . . . . 14.22 1.68 [290.04 0.94 95
1387 . . . . . . 14.28 1.88 [294.06 0.89 95
1191 . . . . . . 14.58 1.64 [282.31 0.67 40
a Stetson & West 1994.
perature of the source could lead to a larger error in relative
age estimates, if this e†ect is not taken into account, than
the di†erence in the chemical composition between NGC
6287 and M92, as we discussed above.
The existence of the di†erential color transformation
e†ect with the temperature of the source has not been
studied observationally ; however, our indirect demonstra-
tion strongly suggests its existence (see Appendix A). If this
di†erential color transformation with the temperature of
the source exists, it could be a serious problem in inter-
preting the HST NICMOS data since HST NICMOS has
been used for observations of heavily reddened objects.
More extensive study associated with the di†erential color
transformation e†ect of HST NICMOS is encouraged.
4.3. Did NGC 6287 Form in the Inner Halo?
Stetson & West (1994) noted that NGC 6287 may have
sufficient kinetic energy to reach at least near the solar
circle, and they questioned whether it is a genuine inner
halo cluster. Therefore, it is worthwhile to consider the apo-
galacticon distance of NGC 6287 since it should be related
to the clusterÏs origin.
With the new radial velocity measurement by Lee &
Carney (2001 ; see also Table 7), we have integrated the
motion of NGC 6287 by using the method described by
Dinescu, Girard, & van Altena (1999). For our calculations,
we adopt a Galactic potential model given by Paczyn ski
(1990), but no tangential motions are included since the
proper motion of the cluster is not yet known. Our calcu-
lations indicate that its apogalacticon distance is R
a
B 5.5
kpc,10 and this is smaller than the previous estimate by
Stetson & West (1994) despite our larger radial velocity
measurement. It should be noted, however, that our esti-
mate of its apogalacticon distance is the minimum apo-
galacticon distance since no part of the clusterÏs tangential
velocity is considered. Our calculations suggest that since
NGC 6287 is currently located deep inside the Galactic
potential well, at least an additional tangential velocity of
190 km s~1 is required to make it reach as far as the solar
circle. A tangential velocity this large will result in a larger
proper motion (B5.4 mas yr~1), and this large proper
motion could be easily determined using HST with a
several yearsÏ time span. Considering the importance of
proper motion in deriving appropriate orbital parameters, a
proper-motion measurement for NGC 6287 is strongly
encouraged (see Table 7).
Our minimum apogalacticon distance of NGC 6287
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
10 D. Dinescu (2000, private communication) obtained a similar apo-
galacticon distance scale for NGC 6287 by using our radial velocity mea-
surement and Galactic potential model. In the case of usingPaczyn skiÏs
the radial velocity of Hesser et al. (1986), the apogalacticon distance of
NGC 6287 is B4 kpc.
appears to be too large to classify it as a genuine inner halo
with kpc. It should be noted that, however, theRGC¹ 3Galactic spheroidal half-light radius is B3 kpc (Gilmore,
Wyse, & Kuijken 1989) and the apogalacticon distance of
5.5 kpc must be inside the Galactic spheroid. The small
half-mass radius of NGC 6287 pc) also suggests(r
h
\ 1.3
that it must be related to the inner part of our Galaxy at the
time of formation. Van den Bergh (1994) suggested that the
half-mass radius11 of the globular cluster system is corre-
lated with the Galactocentric distance, in the sense that the
half-mass radius increases with the Galactocentric distance
(see his Fig. 1), and NGC 6287 appears to agree with this
correlation. He suggested that this correlation is mainly
related to a physical correlation that was established at the
time of cluster formation (see also McLaughlin 2000).
Therefore, NGC 6287 is most likely an inner halo cluster as
van den Bergh (1993) suggested, unless its tangential veloc-
ity is extremely large.
5. CONCLUSION
We have presented HST NIC3 photometry of the inner
halo globular cluster NGC 6287 and the intermediate halo
globular cluster M92. For HST NIC3, the undersampling
combined with the variation in the intrapixel sensitivity
across the individual pixels is the dominant source of the
photometric errors. We have discussed that a dithering
scheme with a subpixel o†set could signiÐcantly reduce the
discrepancies. We have shown that standard system magni-
tude calibrations for the HST NIC3 photometric system are
somewhat uncertain because of the undersampled PSFs
with the variation in the intrapixel sensitivity across the
individual pixels, but the relative magnitude comparison
between globular clusters can be achieved with good accu-
racy. This is especially true in the case of the mean loci of
the clusters color-magnitude diagrams, which are more
important for our process than the measurements of the
individual stars.
Our measurements range from the RGB to B3 mag
below the TO, allowing us to deÐne accurate mean loci for
the two clusters. Our relative age estimate for NGC 6287
and M92 using the color di†erence between the main-
sequence TO and the BRGB (VandenBerg et al. 1990)
showed that they essentially have the same ages to within
^2 Gyr. The slightly di†erent chemical compositions
between the two clusters do not signiÐcantly a†ect our
result. Our simulations using synthetic spectra have shown
that the temperature dependence on the interstellar
reddening law for the HST NICMOS photometric system
could be a more serious problem in the relative age estima-
tion using the color di†erence between the TO and the
BRGB. However, this e†ect adds less than 1 Gyr uncer-
tainty to our relative age estimation. The e†ect will be more
serious for more heavily reddened clusters.
We have estimated the relative interstellar reddening
toward NGC 6287 (Ðeld F1) and the relative distance
modulus with respect to those of M92. We obtained
E(B[V ) \ 0.62 and for NGC 6287,(m[M)0\ 14.35assuming for M92. Our photometry(m[M)0\ 14.60suggested that there exists a di†erential reddening across
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
11 See, for example, Spitzer & Thuan (1972) for pseudoinvariance of the
half-mass radius.
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NGC 6287 with an amount of *E(B[V )\ 0.07È0.09 mag,
and this is consistent with the previous study of Stetson &
West (1994). The Galactocentric distance of NGC 6287
becomes kpc if kpc. Using the newRGC\ 1.6 R0\ 8.0radial velocity measurement (Lee & Carney 2001), our esti-
mate of the minimum apogalacticon distance of NGC 6287




Our results agree with the idea that the globular cluster
formation must have been triggered everywhere at the same
time in our Galaxy. Since Harris et al. (1997) claimed that
the very remote halo cluster NGC 2419 kpc) and(RGC\ 90M92 essentially have the same age, our result extends this to
NGC 6287. A more comprehensive study with an expanded
sample of metal-poor inner halo clusters, such as NGC
6293, 6333, and 6541, will reveal the more detailed chro-
nology of the inner halo. Our preliminary results of HST
PC2 photometry of NGC 6293 and NGC 6541 also suggest
that these two clusters have the same ages as M92. We will
subsequently discuss HST PC2 photometry of NGC 6293
and NGC 6541.
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APPENDIX A
ESTIMATION OF EXTINCTION LAW FOR HST NICMOS F110W AND F160W PASSBANDS
We estimate the theoretical interstellar extinction law for HST NICMOS F110W and F160W passbands by using the











where F(j) is the stellar Ñux per unit wavelength and is the response function for the passband i. For our calculations, weS
i
(j)
adopt from Bessell & Brett (1988), Bessell (1990), and Calzetti et al. (1999). The zero points are calibrated using theS
i
(j)
synthetic spectrum for Vega, which has zero magnitude in all passbands. Then the individual magnitudes with the interstellar












where A(j) is the interstellar extinction function and we adopted that of Mathis (1990) for (It should be noted thatR
V
\ 3.1.
real individual magnitudes should involve response functions of the detector and optics.)
We compute individual magnitudes at the Ðve main evolutionary phases, RGB K and log g \ 0.5), BRGB(Teff \ 4500K and log g \ 3.5), TO K and log g \ 4.5), MS K and log g \ 5.0), and BHB(Teff \ 5250 (Teff \ 6500 (Teff \ 4500 (Teff \K and log g \ 4.0), using synthetic spectra for [Fe/H] \ [2.0 (Kurucz 1993). In Figure 12, we show these synthetic15000
spectra and the response functions for HST NICMOS F110W and F160W passbands and the standard JH passbands (see
also Appendix B). We also show the interstellar extinction function of Mathis (1990) normalized at V passband (j \ 0.55 km).
It should be noted that the slopes of the synthetic spectra do not change signiÐcantly with surface gravities. However, the
slopes of the synthetic spectra change signiÐcantly with temperature in the F110W passband, particularly in the wavelength
range km, and they depend on the temperature of the source. Also, the interstellar extinction function changes its slope~1.1
at the shorter wavelength region, suggesting that the interstellar extinction law for the HST NICMOS F110W passband
depends on the temperature of the source.
In Table 6, we present the results of the synthetic interstellar extinction law for HST NICMOS F110W and F160W
passbands and for the standard JHK passbands. We assume E(K[V )/E(B[V ) \ [2.744 for our calculations using a
method described by Rieke & Lebofsky (1985). As comparison values for our theoretical calculations in JHK passbands, we
also list the observational values of Rieke & Lebofsky (1985). As shown in the table, our theoretical values agree well with the
observational values of Rieke & Lebofsky (1985). The theoretical calculations indicate that the absorption coefficient isAjalmost independent of the temperature or the surface gravity in JHK passbands and in the HST NICMOS F160W passband.
However, the interstellar absorption coefficient in the F110W passband, appears to depend on the temperature in theAF110W,sense that increases with temperature. Our calculations show that the di†erence in between RGBAF110W AF110W/E(B[V )and TO stars could be as large as 0.02 mag, suggesting the TO stars (i.e., hotter stars) su†er more interstellar extinction than
do the RGB stars (i.e., cooler stars). If this di†erential extinction with the temperature of the source is correct, then the
discrepancy in the colors between the TO and the RGB could be as large as 0.02 mag for the interstellar(mF110W[mF160)reddening E(B[V )\ 1.0, in the sense that the di†erence in the observed color between the TO and the RGB is 0.02 mag
smaller than that in intrinsic (dereddened) color.
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FIG. 12.ÈComparison of Ðlter passbands between HST NIC3 (Calzetti et al. 1999) and the JH system (Bessell & Brett 1988). The HST NIC3 Ðlter system
is represented by solid lines, and the JH Ðlter system, by dashed lines. A thick solid line represents the interstellar extinction law by Mathis (1990) normalized
at the V passband (j \ 0.55 km). The synthetic spectra (Kurucz 1993) at various stellar evolutionary stages for the old metal-poor globular cluster are also
indicated. In the Ðgure, the synthetic spectra are normalized at j \ 0.80 km.
APPENDIX B
THE INTERSTELLAR REDDENING DEPENDENCE ON TRANSFORMATIONS BETWEEN THE HST
NICMOS F110W/F160W PHOTOMETRIC SYSTEM AND THE GROUND-BASED JH SYSTEM
The photometric transformation relations between the HST WFPC2 photometric system and the ground-based BV I
photometric system (see, for example, Holtzman et al. 1995), allow us to relate HST observations to the ground-based
observations. In fact, these photometric systems are used often without any distinction. However, to derive the transformation
relations between two di†erent photometric systems is not a trivial matter, particularly when the central wavelength and the
bandwidth of the photometric systems di†er signiÐcantly.
The transformation relations between the HST NICMOS photometric system and the standard JH photometric system
are frequently required since the most of the theoretical framework has been established in the standard JH passbands. It is
known, however, that the HST NICMOS F110W passband is more than twice as broad as the J passband and extends 0.3
km bluer (see Fig. 12). The HST NICMOS F160W passband is about 35% broader than the H passband and extends 0.1 km
bluer. Because of these very di†erent characteristics, the transformation relations between the HST NICMOS photometric
system and the ground-based JH photometric systems might not be independent of the temperature of the sources. Stephens
et al. (2000) and Origlia & Leitherer (2000) derived transformation relations, and they suggested that their relations may
depend on the metallicity. But even this is not the whole story. The transformation relations may depend not only on the
metallicity but also on the interstellar reddening. Because the HST NICMOS photometric system and the ground-based
photometric system have di†erent central wavelengths and bandwidths, the governing interstellar extinction laws for each
Ðlter system are di†erent, as we demonstrated in Appendix A. This is especially true for F110W and J passbands.
We demonstrate this e†ect by comparing our measurements with those of Davidge & Courteau (1999). In NGC 6287, a
small area in our Ðeld F1 overlaps with the Ðelds of Davidge & Courteau (1999) but, unfortunately, there is no common area
for M92. We show the overlapped area in Figure 1a with a solid line. We select 77 common stars with our estimated
measurement errors mag and derive the transformation relations between the two photometricp(m110[m160)¹ 0.10systems,
(J [ H)DC99\ (0.838^ 0.010)(m110[ m160) [ (0.060^ 0.008) ,
HDC99\ m160 ] (0.064^ 0.014)(m110 [ m160) ] (0.015^ 0.010) , (B1)
where and refer to J[H colors and H magnitudes of Davidge & Courteau (1999). (The errors are those of(J[H)DC99 HDC99the mean.) In Figure 13, we compare our CMD using the transformed color and magnitude with that of Davidge & Courteau
(1999).
Using these relations, we obtain the transformed colors and magnitudes for M92 stars, and we compare them with the
ground-based observation of Davidge & Courteau (1999) in Figure 14. The Ðgure indicates that the transformation relations
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FIG. 13.ÈComparison of the color-magnitude diagrams of NGC 6287 of the current study [after converting into (J[H,H)] by using(m110[m160,m160)the transformation relations (eqs. [B1] in Appendix B and in Davidge & Courteau 1999). The current study is represented by dots, and that of Davidge &
Courteau by plus signs.
derived from NGC 6287 fail to transform our HST NIC3 photometry to the ground-based photometry. Assuming the
clustersÏ CMDs should be identical, we argue that the mismatch is caused by the reddening e†ects on the transformation of
NIC3 photometry to the JH system. Also, the inÑuence of the interstellar reddening in is more important than inm110[m160J[H because in the HST photometric system the bandwidths are broader and the cuto† wavelengths in F110W and F160W
are shorter than those of the standard JH photometric system. This e†ect may result in some serious problems when HST
NICMOS observations have been performed for heavily reddened objects. As a result, the slope and the zero points of the
transformation relations depend on the metallicity, the temperature, and the interstellar reddening.
FIG. 14.ÈComparison of the color-magnitude diagrams of M92 of the current study and Davidge & Courteau (1999) using the transformation relations
(eqs. [B1]) found in NGC 6287. The conversion relations found in the reddened cluster NGC 6287 [E(B[V )\ 0.62] fail to agree in the slightly reddened
cluster M92 [(E(B[V )\ 0.02] because of the interstellar reddening dependence on transformations between the HST NICMOS photometric system and the
ground-based JH photometric system. The current study is represented by dots, and that of Davidge & Courteau, by plus signs.
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